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Topology of the skyrmion bundle 
Christian Gross 
Fachbereich Mathematik, TH Darmstadt, Germany 

(Received 20 December 1994; accepted for publication 22 March 1995) 

We compute homotopy and cohomology groups for the Skyrmion bundle, which 
play an important role in the description of the monopole-induced proton decay 
within the Skyrme model. By use of spectral sequences, the differential forms on 
the bundle that allow for the calculation of baryon numbers and for the anomalous 
action are developed out of the ones on the fiber, and are adapted to the given 
Maxwell connection. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last years many physicists seem to have rediscovered the Skyrme model’ in 
theoretical nuclear physics as an effective field theory related to quantum chromodynamics (QCD) 
by its underlying symmetry. Yet most of the articles deal with the ungauged, purely hadronic case 
treating interactions between baryons and mesons and do not cover interactions between these 
particles and electromagnetic fields, although especially for the latter case, the Skyrme model 
reveals some interesting features. Grand unification theory in its present form implies that mag- 
netic monopoles M are able to catalyze baryon-number-violating processes like 

M+p+-+M+e++pions, 

and it has been shown’ that these processes can conveniently be described within the Skyrme 
model, even if the hope to proceed to a reaction cross section was in vain3 

The correct settings for the purpose of treating interactions with electromagnetic fields are that 
of a skyrmion bundle (and a lepton bundle) associated with a principal Ut bundle and a Maxwell 
connection on it, and there still seems to be a need for clarifying the foundations of the skyrmion 
bundle. The possibility of describing baryonic processes by means of the mesonic fields alone, is 
essentially based on the topological properties of the unitary groups SU,,, . While their stable 
homotopy groups and their de-Rham cohomology including the generators wZn+, of 
H2nf’(SUm) are well known in the literature,4’5 little is noted on the topology of the skyrmion 
bundle, although this is quite indispensable. In order to treat baryon-number-violating processes, 
one needs an analog of the (normalized) differential form w3, which counts the number of baryons 
described by a certain mesonic field configuration. One also needs an analog of w,, which serves 
as a base for the anomalous action. 

Several approaches6-8 have been made to generalize o3 and o5 to the bundle case. Yet all 
these approaches were local ones and thus could only prove closedness and gauge invariance of 
the recovered forms, but they could not answer the question of whether these forms are exact or 
generate non-trivial cohomology groups. Instead, we will choose a different approach and examine 
homotopy and cohomology of the skyrmion bundle in general. For the purpose of recovering 
(global) differential forms on the bundle from those on the fiber SU,, we will use the quite 
intricate technique of spectral sequences. In a second step we will then gauge these differential 
forms by adapting them to the given Maxwell connection. 

For notational convenience and as a foundation, the next section gives a survey on the un- 
gauged Skyrme model with respect to its topological properties. We introduce the invariant cur- 
rents and state the index theorem that is responsible for all topological quantizations within the 
Skyrme model. In addition, we present the Hodge star operator and the co-derivation of differen- 
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tial forms, which are important not only for the definition of a conserved baryonic current, but also 
for treating electromagnetism by means of differential geometry. 

Section III summarizes this approach and introduces fiber bundles and differential geometry 
on them. For our purpose, we concentrate on the case of a one-dimensional Lie algebra g=R. 

In section IV we apply the results to the monopole bundle as a principal Ut bundle and the 
skyrmion bundle associated to it. Especially, the prototype for the interaction between magnetic 
monopoles and skyrmions, the bundle for the single monopole, is treated and completely classified 
by its magnetic charge. We give the transformation rules for the locally defined forms and their 
projections induced by the Maxwell connection. 

After a survey over the homotopy groups, in section V we develop the technique of spectral 
sequences, in order to recover differential forms on the bundle from forms on the fiber. Besides, 
the spectral sequences will aid us in giving a meaning to the notion of “adaptation to the connec- 
tion.” 

Section VI finally summarizes our results especially with regard to the description of the 
monopole-induced proton decay, and indicates generalizations to non-abelian Yang-Mills theo- 
ries. 

II. THE UNGAUGED SKYRME MODEL 
The Skyrme model’ in theoretical nuclear physics is a chiral invariant effective field theory 

modelled to describe the low energy limit of QCD. Let NF denote the number of flavors in QCD 
(we will use Einstein summation convention, where greek indices label space-time coordinates 
running from 0 to 3, whereas latin indices start from 1, e.g. for space coordinates). Then defined 
by 

U=exp(i7flXa) with X,=(X,)+EC~FXNF,Tr(X.)=O, 

the meson fields ti generate differentiable functions U: M+SUNF from space-time M to the 
group of unitary N,X NF-matrices of determinant 1. The vacuum is represented by the unit matrix 
1 E SU&. Requiring e(r) + 0 and thus U(r) +l for r+a one can compactify euclidian space 
R3, resp., space-time R4, so that the meson fields constitute functions 

U:R(,)xS34U&., resp., u: s4-+ SU&. 

From this it is obvious that the topology of the unitary groups plays a crucial role in all 
questions concerning the topological properties of the Skyrme model. We will therefore collect 
some results on the homotopy groups and the differential forms on SU, , resp., U, . About the 
(stable) homotopy groups rr, it is known from Bott’s periodicity theorem4 that for all m>n E N 

~2,(wJ = ~2nwm) = 0, (1) 

rr2n+I(SUm)~:2n+1(Um)~~. (2) 

Reference 9 exhibits explicit representatives for the elements of 7r2n + t (SU,), m > n < 3. 
As for the differential forms, we will give an introduction into what physicists call the “cur- 

rent algebra approach; ” we shall need certain basic results which, for the benefit of the reader, we 
will also survey in the following subsection. 
A. Differential forms on the unitary groups 

Let U, be embedded into Gl( Cm) by i: U, +Gl(C”‘). With L:=U-’ dU= Ut dU and 
R:=(dU)U-‘=(dU)U+~.&(U,,Cmxm) we denote the left, resp., right invariant currents: L 
and R are the pullbacks i*@&p,, resp., i*O&, ) -m , where for any Lie group G with Lie algebra 
g= L(G), 0: and 0: E .&t (G,& mean the left, resp., right canonical g-valued l-forms on G. 
Thus L and R are Cmx”-valued l-forms that are invariant under multiplication with constant 
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elements of U, from the left, resp., from the right and obey L(X)(l) = R(X)( 1) =X1 for all vector 
fields XE @(II,) with X(1) =X1 E u,,,= L(U,,J = Z’r(U,,,). For any constant Q E CmXm, we define 
P$ and pf E Ak(Um ,C) by 

Xf:=Tr(QL’):=Tr (QLA.-.AL.) 
-- 

k ’ 

&:=Tr(QRk):=Tr (QRA---AR) 

-7 
k 

where A is the wedge product of differential forms. These are left, resp., right invariant complex- 
valued k-forms on U, ; for Q = 1 we have 

w~:=X:=~:=T~(L~)=T~(R’)E&‘~(U,,C), 

which is invariant under all “chiral” (SU,,JL X (SU,), transformations. For any differentiable 
U:M--+U, we get the pullbacks (here Li=Ut d$) 

U*Xf=Tr(QL. . + .L. 
‘1 ‘k 

) dx’lA-* .Ad&E.A&(M,C), 

U*&=Tr(QRil* * *Ri,) dx”A* * *Adxik~Ak(M,C), 

(pullbacks commute with d and A). Because of the symmetry of the trace and the antisymmetry 
of the wedge product, ok= 0 for even k= 21, and so is U*ok= 0. L and R obey the 
Maurer-Car-tan identities, that read dL = -L//L, dR = f RAR or, equivalently, 

d(U*L)=-(U*L)A(U*L)=-LilLi2 dxi’/\dxi’=- ~[Li,,Li2] dX”Adx”, 

d( U*R)= + (U*R)A(U*R)= +Ri,Riz dx’lAdx”= f $[Ri,,Riz] dx”AdX”. 

Illustrating that the exterior differentiation d is a differential operator (d2= 0), this yields 

&2’+‘= 421+2, &If ,R21+2, dL2[+2,dR2[+2,0, (3) 

d(UL2’)=UL21+‘, d(L21U+)=-L2’+‘U+, d(UL2’+‘)=d(L2’+1U+)=0, (4) 

for 1 E N,,, and we thus have the following lemma: 
Lemma II.1: Zf a, E &( U, ,C) is any r-form on II,,, , then 

d( cr,AX$ =dcr,AX,e+ 
C-1) r+l~,AA~+:l~~~+k+l(Um,C), k odd, 
0, k even, 

4Wb,a)=dM-‘&+ 
(- l)ra,Apkql Ed’&+k+l(u,,, ,c), k odd, 

2 
k euen 

Equivalently, if U:M+U,,, is differentiable and jl, E .&(M,C), 

k odd, 
d(P r\U*@)=dp iW*X,e+ 

I 

(- 1)‘+‘P,AU*Af+1 EAr+k+l(M,C), 
r r 0, k even, 
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corollary 11.2: The forms wk are closed: do,=O, resp., d( U*q)=O. 
Moreover, one can show’ that there is no differential form crZn E..&~,(U, ,C) with 

We,,+ t =dazn, i.e. the 02n+ t are not exact, and that they generate the de-Rham cohomology of 
the closed forms, modulo the exact forms on SU,, resp., U,, which is homeomorphic to 
s’xsu,: 

Theorem 1X.3: The de-Rham cohomology of the unitary groups 

H*(U, ,C)=H*(S’,c)c3H*(SU, ,C), 

resp., H*(SU, ,C) is generated by WI ,q ,..., 02~~ 1, resp., i*w3 ,..., i*m2,,,- 1, with inclusion 
i:SU,+U,. 

6. Baryons in the Skyrme model 

Baryons appear as topological soliton solutions-as “skyrmions”+f the meson fields. The 
number B of baryons described by a given mesonic field configuration U can be computed by an 
integration over the space manifold: 

B(U)= 
I 

R3- &Tr(LiLjLk) dxiAdx’Adxk. 

Compactification of space-time is crucial for the existence of nontrivial soliton solutions. Nor- 
mally there is no guarantee that the integral in (5) is an integer, but for spheres we have the 
following index theorem.” Let ~~1~2’ “ik d enote the totally antisymmetrical Levi-Civita symbol, 
then we have 

Theorem 11.4: For every map U:S2”- ’ --+U, the integral 

n(U)= I @z-l & (zn-l)! U*02n-1 i . In (n-1)! = s ,S2n-, T&. ( . r (n-1)! (zn- I)! ~i1i2”‘i”-lTr(LilLi2. * *Li2n-l) dx’Adx2A* * .Adx2”-’ 

is an intege,: The assignment [ U]++ n ( U) : 7~2~ -, (U,) --+ Z is an isomorphism for m 3 n . 
We are thus able to identify (i/2m)” [(n- 1)!/(2n- l)!] ~~~~~ with the generators of 

H*(U,,Z)--H*( g .‘+I,,), resp., H*(SU,,Z)tH*( i1 S2’+l,Z). (6) 

At any time t the meson fields form differentiable functions U( t, . ) : S3-+SUNF and thus 
represent elements of the homotppy groups rs(UNF) =Z for N$2. Although these fields need 
not be constant in time, continuity forces them to change only within their equivalence class of 
homotopic functions. Thus the integer characterizing the homotopy class is a topological invariant, 
the “topological charge,” that can be interpreted as the number of baryons and be computed by 
(5), as Theorem II.4 tells us. 

The vacuum map represents the zero element, and so B( U= 1) = 0. For proton and neutron we 
have B = 1, for their antiparticles B = - 1. Annihilation of proton and antiproton corresponds to the 
“addition” of their maps within the homotopy group and generates a mesonic field of topological 
charge B = 0. 
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C. The action integral 

The meson fields obey the field equations derived as Euler-Lagrange equations from a la- 
grangian s( U,d U) by variation of the action integral r(U) = Js4i.59 dV. The latter splits into two 
parts (we set ?z = 1): the nonanomalous action rNA( U) 

f", = - TTr(LP t’) + &Tr([LP ,L,IILp,~yI) (7) 

where f, is the pion decay constant and ae2 a coupling constant, and the Wess-Zumino term” 
(Nc is the number of colors in QCD) 

l-,(U)= gg-Ju’)*% 
that describes the anomalous processes of QCD. Now H5( SU2 ,C) = 0, so the Wess-Zumino term 
only contributes to the total action for N,. ‘3. In that case one uses rrd( SUN,) = 0 and extends U 
to a differentiable map U’:D5-+SU3 from a five-dimensional disk D5 whose boundary dD5 is 
space-time S4. The topological quantization of the coupling constant A = iNc/240w2 is again a 
consequence of Theorem 11.4, and of the requirement that for any extension U’ the result has to be 
unique. This forces [note rs(SUNF)=Z for N+3] 

A 
I t-35 

(fi)*w, = 2lrz, z e z, 

where S5 is the 5-sphere which one obtains by glueing any two 5-cells Df,, and D:2, at 
space-time S4 = CUD:,) = dD:,, together, and where we have defined fi= U[,,U U;2, :S’+SUs as 
the corresponding extension to this 5-sphere.6 

The so-called hedgehog ansatz” leads to a numerical solution of the field equations for all 
B E Z. The action is invariant under all chiral transformations U+=gLUgi’ with gL $gR E SUNF. 
This symmetry is spontaneously broken: the vacuum state is only invariant under diagonal 
SUNF transformations UH VUV- ‘. One can add further chiral invariant terms of fourth order to 
the nonanomalous lagrangian 

1 1 
~‘W{L, &){~p~~y}) + 32gZ”(d,Lv PLY), 

with coupling constants f2 and g2 and anticommutator braces {,}, or-in order to take the finite 
pion mass M, into account-a mass term, breaking the axial symmetry u”, M22)Tr( U- I), 
resp., 

2(: ~~~)Tr(MJU+U’t-2-l)) 
u 

(9) 

for NF=2, resp., 3, where M,=diag(m, ,md,ms) is the quark mass matrix, and m,, md, m, 
denote the masses of up, down, and strange quarks, resp. 

D. Conservation of the baryonic current 

dq=O allows for the conservation of the baryonic current within the Skyrme model. On 
every n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian oriented manifold M [i.e. equipped with a volume form 
dVEJB,(M)] the Hodge star operator *:..,~(M)~J8(M),J/6(M)~~~-p(M) is uniquely de- 
fined by5,‘3*‘4 
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PP~*PP:ap/\*Pp=(ffp,Pp)dV forallcu,E&$(M), 

where (. , .) is the scalar product of p-forms induced by the metric g” on M. * serves to establish 
the co-derivation s:.~(M)~~(M),JB,(M)~.~,- i(M) and the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
A:.&(M)-t&(A4), .,&P(M)+.&P(M) defined by 

S&$:=-(-l) ‘(PA’)sgn(g)*d*o,, 

Acc+,:=d&+,+8dq,=(S+d)2q,. 

Like d, S is a differential operator: S2=0. The local expressions might be more familiar. On a 
chart U,CM with coordinates x’,...,x” and local evaluations oPlu =: (l/p!) wi,...ip dx’l 
A.**A dxip, g111 =:gij dx” dx’ with maps wil...i ,gijECm(U~) andug:=det(gij) we have 
(a,,pp)lua= (l/p;) ~~l...ip~jl...jp gi’jl”‘gipiP= (1plp!) Lyil..,ippil”‘ip, 

dV[, =~~i,...i”dx’i*...Adxin=IgllRdxlA...~dx”, m 

dwplu,= 67. dioWil...ip dX’OAdx”A* . . Adxip, 

Id’” ( 
1 

*“plU,= cnAP)! 3 wll”“pEil...i, 
1 

dx’p+lfj.. ./ydx’n, 

Sql LI,= ~lgl-l~d,p(lgll~,jl.--jp).gilj,. . .gip-ljp-l dx’lA.. ./id&P-1 

(-1)P =--- (p-l)! w%,...ip ) &*‘A. . . f/d&-‘, 

A~pl”~=-~ ddioil...ipdzi’A. . . Adz%, 

where the last two equalities hold for Cartesian coordinates zi only. 
Now the baryonic current on space-time M is defined by 

1?:=*((-1/4rr2) U*W~)EJ&(M). Locally this means B=B, dxfl= (1/24rr2) efiVPulg11’2 
XTr(LJ. L,) dx”, 
eo123, $3= _ 

where on space-time with signature (+ - - -) we have 
lgl-'eo123= - Igl-‘. This yields B(U)=JMciiBo dV where MC3 denotes the 

space manifold and i is co-closed by Corollary 11.2.: 

Si= $*d**(U*w3)= -&*d(U*o,)=O. 

Locally this is exactly the conservation law for the baryonic current a,( lgl lnB@) = 0 or, in carte- 
Sian coordinates, a,B@ = 0, where BP = ( 1/24rr2) E P “poTr(L ,L,L,). Using Stokes’s theorem one 
again verifies the conservation of the number of baryons 

&B(U)= 
f 

aoBo dV= 
I 

a,( lgl’/2B’) dx1Adx2Adx3= 
M(i) MC.3 f B’ dA’=O, 

3Ml.s) 

whenever aM (3 = 0 or the baryonic current vanishes there. 
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4412 Christian Gross: Topology of the skyrmion bundle 

In contrast to Noether currents this conservation law is independent of the validity of the field 
equations but a mere consequence of the topology of the underlying manifolds (e.g. compactifi- 
cation of M(z)). 

III. MONOPOLES AND FIBER BUNDLES 
A. Maxwell’s equations in differential geometric form 

It is well known that Maxwell’s equations (in their matter-free form) can conveniently be 
presented by use of differential forms.5P’4*15 If we define 

electric l-form E, Elu=Efidxl*, E,:=(O,$, 

magnetic 1 -form B, Bju=BILdxP, B,:=(Oj), 

source 1 -form J, JI “= .J,dx*, J,:=(-cp,jj, 

gaugepotential I-formA, Aju=A,dxP, A,:=(-Q,i), 

Faraday 2-form F, Flu=; F,,,dxPAdxY, 

where F= (c/2) [(EAdt-dtAE)+*(BAdt-dtAB)], Maxwell’s equations 

simply read dF= 0, SF= - (47r/c) J. The continuity equation ‘? .j++ (<l&J pi 0 re_ads SJ= 0 
and is a +consequence of S* = 0. Introducing gauge potentials by B = V XA, E = - V Q, - ( l/c) 
X (dl&)A is equivalent to F = dA, from which dF = 0 then follows by d* = 0. Finally the Lorentz 
gauging d .A’ + (l/c)( d/dt)Q = 0 reads SA = 0, yielding AA = - (47r/c) J. Wherever J= 0, the 
Faraday 2-form is harmonic: A F = 0, which is equivalent to the wave equation, and under Lorentz 
gauging A is harmonic, too. 

Lorentz transformations L:M-+M are isometries of M, i.e. L*g=g’ and thus not only d but 
also S and A commute with L. This proves Lorentz invariance of all these equations connecting 
F, A and J, where F’ = L*F, A ’ = L*A and J’ = L*J are the quantities in the new system. 

Yet, this is not sufficient for the description of magnetic monopoles. Given any closed F 
E d*(M) the existence of a gauge form A satisfying dA = F depends on the topology of space- 
time: it is guaranteed only for H*(M, W) = 0. If we exclude single points out of the space manifold 
then there exist (global) electromagnetic fields-namely those of magnetic (anti-)monopoles lo- 
cated in these points-for which no global gauge potentials exist. 

We are interested in the case of a single (anti-) monopole of magnetic charge rn. g, (at first let 
m E R), which rests in the origin of our space manifold. Then M=R,,, X R& X St0 &) and 
H*(M,W)~H*(S*,R)~R. The resulting 2-form related to ,$=O and $=m (g,lr*)< is 

FM=mgDsin 8 d0Ad4=2mgDsin 5 cos i de/Id+. 

Gauge forms exist only locally on the northern, resp., southern hemisphere: 

AG)=2mgD sin* : dqb and AL)= -2mg, cos* $W, (10) 
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where A, (+) becomes si n g ular at the south pole (19= rr) and vice versa. 
Yet it is possible to define a global l-form that contains the gauge potentials, but this is no 

form on the space-time manifold. In order to do this and to describe interactions between mono- 
poles and baryons it is profitable to use fiber bundles. 

6. Fiber bundles 

Fiber bundles B(M,F,G) are generalizations of the direct product of two spaces (we only 
consider Cm-manifolds): B is the bundle manifold, M the base, F the fiber and G the group of the 
bundle.13”5’16 Only one global projection T:B+M exists. We have a bundle atlas 
{(“a,tcI,)},~A consisting of bundle charts ( u, , qIa), where u= { Ua}neA is an open cover of M 
and @a : r-‘( (I,)-+ U,X F:b-( rr(b), r,(b)) are local trivializations with local projections 
TCr- * m-‘( V,)--+ F on the fiber. Via these diffeomorphisms J/J, we will frequently identify 
rr- ‘( U,) and U,X F. If a global (Cm)-projection on the fiber exists then BzMX F and the 
bundle is trivial. 

G is an effective topological transformation group on F, acting on F from the left: 
ga(haf)=(g.h)afVg,hEG, V~EF. For all XEU, let rr,,,:=m,],-i((,l). Then for all 
~,/IEA and all x E UJI Up the diffeomorphism r,,,or&F+-F defines an element g,@(x) 
E G, and we thus have Cm-maps gap : UJl U, +G. [g, gap and gap(x) are not to be mixed up 
with the metric tensor, there will be no summation over a and /?.I 

For abelian G the left action on F defines a left action on the whole bundle: 

gab: =L,(b): = $,I( rr(b),g+-,(b)) (11) 

for all gsG and bsB, where r(b)EU,, is then well defined and fiber preserving: 
T(gab)=T(b). 

Note 111.1: The maps g+ are crucial for the global structure of the bundle. If the base M with 
an open cover fl={Ua}aeA 
equivalences.‘“.‘6 

and the fiber F are given then the gap define the whole bundle up to 

Examples for bundles are the Moebius strip and the tangent bundle of a manifold T(M) 
consisting of all tangent vectors at all points in M, where M is the n-dimensional base manifold, 
R” is the fiber and Gl(R”) is the group of the bundle. Analogously we have the cotangent bundle 
T*(M), that consists of all cotangent vectors at all points in M. 

Sections are Cm-maps cr:M+B:x~c+(x) E T -t(x). Normally only local sections exist: fix- 
ing y E F we have oa,+, : U,+ ?r- ‘(U,) :xH@~ ‘(x,y), but for tangent, resp., cotangent bundles 
global sections always exist, these are exactly the vector fields, resp. the l-forms on M. 

By a principal fiber bundle P(M,G) we mean a bundle where G= F acting on itself by left 
multiplication. In addition we have a free fiber preserving right action on P defined by 

pDg:=R,(p):=cCr,‘(~(p),71-,(p).g) (12) 

for all g E G and p E P, where rr(p) E U,, which is independent of the choice of LY because left 
and right multiplication on G commute. 

Given any bundle B(M, F,G) one can construct an associated principal bundle P by taking 
M=U aeA U, , G and the maps gap but choosing G as fiber (Note III. 1). On the product manifold 
PXF let G act on the right: k,(p,f):=(pDg,g-‘an; PX,F denotes the quotient space of 
PX F by this action. Then B= PX GF. I7 Two bundles are called associated if their associated 
principal bundles coincide. 

Principal bundles are trivial iff global sections exist. In order to decide whether a given bundle 
is trivial or not one can construct the associated principal bundle and look for sections there. 

The physics of the skyrmion bundle, and of any other theory that involves fiber bundles and 
differential geometry on them, e.g. Yang-Mills theories, can only be understood within the frame- 
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4414 Christian Gross: Topology of the skyrmion bundle 

work of connections on principal and associated bundles. Since these topics are not available in 
the physical literature in full detail, and for notational convenience, the following two subsections 
present their basics and applications in view of our purposes. The reader familiar with differential 
geometry on fiber bundles may skip these subsections. 

C. Differential geometry on principal bundles 

Every bundle chart for a fiber bundle B also induces a local trivialization of the tangent bundle 
of the given bundle: every tangent space splits into the direct product of the horizontal and the 
vertical subspace: Tb(B> E Hb @ V, . Only the latter, consisting of all vectors tangential to the 
fiber, is given naturally and thus globally: if rr* (the push-out of T) denotes the map between the 
tangent spaces induced by T (also called the differential dr), then 

V,=ker(7r*)bwith(rr*)b:Tb(B)-+T,(b)(M) VbEB. 

We thus have the vertical bundle V(B) as subbundle of T(B) ; v@(B) denotes the set of all its 
sections, i.e. the vertical vector fields. 

On principal bundles let TV :G-+ P:gH r,(g): =pDg denote the T-map given by (12). Then 
dr~:=((~p)*)e:~+T,(P):A++d7-p(A)=A*(p) (e is the neutral element in G) is a linear iso- 
morphism between g= L( G) and VP , and if A * E v@(P) denotes the induced vector field on 
P we have (R,)*A*=(Ad(g-1)(A))*.17 

A connection F on P(M,G) associates a horizontal subspace HP< TJ P) with every p E P 
such that 

(1) T,(P)=V,@H, with projections v,:T,(P)+V,, h,:T,(P)-+H,; 
(2) horizontal and vertical projections of vector fields exist with: 

X-vX,(vX)(p): =u,X(p), 

(3) VP E P,Vg E G:(R,)*(Hp)=ff,+, . 

The horizontal subspaces HP form the horizontal bundle H(P) with T(P) = V(P) @ H(P); 
y(P(M,G)) denotes the set of all connections on P(M,G). 

Every connection F on a principal bundle P defines a connection l-form wr E J&( P,g) by 

cor(X)(p)=or(vX)(p)=(dQ-‘(vpX(p)) VXE@(P). 

For our purposes we concentrate on 0~ R, so every definition for .A( P) implies J?( P,g). Then 
J(h@(P))=O, 
w =QP(M,G)) 

wr(A*) =A and R,*wr= ur for all g E G. Vice versa, then every 

:={o~.rA,(P,g) 1 o(A*)=A VAE~,R~O=W VgEG} 

defines a connection F E y(P(M,G)) by o(h@(P))=O, and then w=or. 
For any w, E J&(P), we define horizontal and vertical projections w,h E ,&JP)h, resp., 

w,v E J&(P>v by 

o,h(X(” ,..., X(S))=w,(hX(l) ,..., hXcS)), 
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o,u(X(‘) ,..., X’“‘) = o,(ux(l) ,..., rJx(q (14) 

for all vector fields X(‘) in D’(P). Forms cp that are invariant under R, , i.e. Rt (p= cp, are called 
pseudotensorial, their set is denoted by A’(P(M,G)), whereas .Ar(P(M,G)) means the set of 
all tensorial forms, i.e. of all horizontal pseudotensorial forms. T*:A?(M)+J@(P(M,G)) is an 
isomorphism of C”(M)-modules and the definitions of A,(P)h, JB’(P(M,G)) and 
&(P(M,G)) are independent of the choice of a special connection. For all r~ N the forms 
(Tr*dx;)A. f .A(~*&+&~ A.. .A dxi are a local basis for A:(T-‘(U,)), resp., for 
A,(r -’ ( U,))h if the coefficient functions depend not only on x E U, but on p E IT- I( U,). 

Lemma 111.2: IflYe y(P(M,G))#0 then: 

(1) ur,.A (P(M,G))L4’;(P(M,G)), wrh=O; 
(2) ‘i+.i’(P(M,G)),r>O: cph E &(P(M,G)); 
(3) b-&PW,G)): &=-&+JWf.G>h 

The covariant exterior derivation dr:JB(P)+&(P)h is defined by drcp,:=(dq,)h; 
CIr:=dr~r E.A?~(P(M,G)) is called curvature 2-form for I. Using dr 0 Rr=Rt 0 dr-i.e., 
dr(.,@(P(M,G)))C&T+,(P(M,G))-as well as dr 0 T*=TT* 0 d, one shows 

Lemma 1X.3: If g=R and or E.&JP(M,G)) then 

Vqz&-(P(h4,G)): drq=dp, (dr)mq=O, m32; 

VCYE.A~(P(M,G)): (dr)“a=O, ma3; 

structure equation: Rr = drerr = dwr; 

Bianchi identity: &y-=d#=O 

. Via the local sections aa,=, wr and fir [restricted to T- ‘( V,)] define forms on the base 

A”=A; dx’:=c&@jE&,(U,,g), (15) 

Fa= $ F; dx’r\dxj: = c&fir) E .I&( U, ,g), (16) 

for which the following theorem holds (we write the group operation in G additively): 
Theorem 111.4: Let g=R, or~&,,(P(M,G)) and {(~U,,fl,)},~, a bundle atlas for P, then 

for all a,P E A with U,p : = U,fl Up# 0 and for all x E U,e : 

Fa=dA”, dFa=O, 

A”I.aB=A’%,D+dga,, 4%) =A%) + 4gp,(x>, (17) 

(1% 

Vice versa, if for a bundle atlas {<l-J,, $Jjae~ on P(M,G) with 0~ R a family 
{Aa~J3~(Uar~)}aa~ is given such that (17) holds, then there exists one unique 
or~~,(P(M,G)) such thatAL1=(+~e(Orlrr-I(o,,) forall ~EA. 

If M is pseudo-Riemannian, we can use its metric for horizontal forms on the bundle. For all 
LY,.,/~,EJ&(P)~ where locally LY,I~ = (llr!)ni,...i,(p) dx: /\**+A dxk and where 
prlup= (llr!)~i,...i,(p) dx: A*** /6x:, we define, independently of the special trivializa- 
tion, 
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(~,.p~)p:=~ cUi,...i, pi”.‘ir VpE~-‘(U,). ’ 

Then, Rg*((a, $,>P> =(R,* CX,,R,*/~,)~ as well as (T*LY~,T*~~~)~=((Y,,,I~,) for all (Y,, 
P, E J&(M). For oriented M we can thus define the Hodge star operator *h for horizontal forms 
p, E .&( P)h by requiring 

and get a Hodge star operator *r:.&(P)t&P)h via *r p, : = *h(p,h). This finally leads to the 
definition of the co-derivation Sr and the Laplace-Beltrami operator Ar for a connection I? on a 
principal bundle (n = dim M): 

With regard to our purposes we get the following lemma: 
Lemma 111.5: For any connection I? on P(M,G) and Vg E G, Sr and Ar commute with 

R*. s , ifg=R their operation on AT(P) does not depend on r and we have 

mmcpr=o, m32, vcp,~.&r(P(M,G)); 

@or*= T*o& AroT*= a*~& 

cFJ= 0, Armr= #or. 

D. Connections on associated bundles 

Every connection r on a principal bundle P(M,G) induces splittings T(B)=H(B) 
@ V(B) on any associated bundle B( M, F, G) = P X oF. Let q: P X F-+ B be the natural projection. 
then H(B): = q*(H( P) X (0)). Locally let iAx,g) = (x,g,f) denote the inclusion and 
q(x,g,f)=(x,gaf). Then for b=(x,f) we have 

Hb = dq(,,,,~)(di~>(,,,)H(,,,) = dq(,,,,,-laf)(di,-la~f)(r,g)H(x,g) Vg EG. (19) 

If ~~:G-+F:gegqf denotes the left action of G on F and di-AfdsEH(,,,) with AVER then 
Di=d,-A~d7,(as)=:di+~i(alay’) is in H(,,n (where yj,j= l,...,dimF is a local base for F). 
Di is called the horizontal lift of di and from Afds=A”( ai) =u(,,+di we have 

hdi=Di=di-d~~A”(di)), hJ,,j=O, 

Uai=d7f(A~(di))=A~d~~d,), V CY,j= d,j, 

(20) 

hMa=Ma-dQA”(Ma)), hFn=O, 
(21) 

vM”=drf(Aa(Ma)), vF”=Fa, 

for M” E T,(M) and F” E Tf(F). The corresponding local projections of forms defined analo- 
gously to (13) and (14) are 

dx’v=O, (dyj)u=dyj-A”jdx’, resp., 

&*“f)U =a @-t,f)U = q&f)+ t +&))“A: 7 
(22) 
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for l-forms CIJ~=~~+ cp* with ,!&, : T,(M) + V and (P&, : Tf(F)+ V. We verify that 
u , h :@ (B) +g ’ (B) by checking the transformation rules for vector fields Y E !?8 l(B) where 
Yl~-lcv,,(x,f~)=M~,~)+F;LX,~,~Tx(M)~Tf"(F): for Al XE U,p 

MPx.fY = M:,f4 and F~,~,=dL,n~c~,tF~,~~,) ++p +.,p(M~,p,)- (23) 

This corresponds to the following transformation rule for V-valued 1 -forms o E J$ (B, V) with 
~I,-q~,)(x,f~) =P;,~,+ vKf-, E Hom(T,(M),V)~Hom(TfQ(F),V): 

‘p;l,f”) =L g*,,(x) ‘p&q forallxEUaB, 

(24) 
A&-) = l*&P) + &~‘p~,P) = P&P)- t +&fqt&@L,L~ 

For abelian G with L, from (11) we have (L,)++b=HsQb and (LFcp)u = L,*( cpu). etc. As for the 
interplay between the transformation rules for differential forms and their vertical projections in 
the case g=R, equations (17), (21), and (23) yield the following theorem: 

Theorem III.6: Let I7 be a connection on P(M,G) where G is abelion with g= ERsR, 
B(M,F,G) an associated bundle and V any vector space. For any X E J%“( F, V) with LB*,= x for 
all g EG de$ne VEJ%“.-,(F,V) by 

vf(Fy) ,..., F:“-‘)):=n.x~(d7f(E),F:‘) ,..., Fp-‘I) 

for all f E F and F”) E Q(F). For any U, E U denote Xn: = r:X, vu: = ~2 v. Then on all 
U&0 

1 
xa=xp+ E dg&v, 

1 1 
,ynv=,yU+ EAa~~=~P+ EA@/\v=~‘%, 

ya’= vQ= VP= VP,. 

Thus xv and v dejke global vertical V-valued forms on B, that are invariant under LB*. 
Finally, if B is a vector bundle over M, every connection l? defines covariant derivatives of 

sections cr: M--+B. Every vector field X=X’ai E .5@(M) naturally defines a function 
c+*X:M~T(B):x~X’aia(x) E T,(,,(B), and by projection onto the vertical bundle we get a 
map u (a*X) : M-+ V(B). Now if B is a vector bundle we can identify the fiber and its tangential 
space and thus u (a*X) defines a section V~(T: M-+B, the covariant derivative of cr in the 
direction of X. If locally a”(x) = (x,f”(x)) then V$rn= (id,Vgfa) with 

e.g.: 

(25) 

Thus under the left action of G on F and so under any change of the bundle chart the covariant 
derivatives V;jf D transform in the same manner as the local sections f @ themselves. 
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TABLE I. The Maxwell connection on P(M,G,,). 

gauge forms F=dA,FU=dAn fi’=drwr 
homogeneous Maxwell equations dF=O drClr=O 
inhomogeneous Maxwell equations aF=-$J gnr= _ tf Jr 

continuity equation SJ=O d-f= 0 
O=J=f yields: AF=O Arar=O 
Lorentz gauging SA=O,SA”=O Bor=0 
Lorentz gauging yields: AA=-!f!J Aror= -tiJr 

c 

IV. MONOPOLE AND SKYRMION BUNDLE 

Now the mathematical background is set for the description of the interaction between mono- 
poles and baryons. For the electromagnetic fields we construct a principal bundle P( M,G,,) eve; 
space-time M. Gauge fields and electromagnetic fields on M are combined with a Maxwell 
connection I on P(M,G,,) and its forms wr and fir, from which the former are obtained by (15) 
and (16). In order to guarantee that all Fa are restrictions of a global real-valued 2-form F (in 
opposite to the general case of Yang-Mills theories) the only possible choice of a connected Lie 
group Gem that admits nontrivial bundles is G,,= 2gD.S1=Uu1. We thus have Q’=**F and 
together with Jr: = r * J, Sr and Ar, the electromagnetic equations can be expressed as differen- 
tial equations on the bundle, cf. Table I. Note that with our definition of Sr, wr is automatically 
“Lorentz gauged.” 

Locally {dxp,p=O ,...,3;w”=dg+Aftdx’L} and {d,-AEd, ,~=0,...,3;d,} are the dual bases 
ofA,(r-‘(U,)) and $@(rr-‘(U,)) adapted to I. 

Whereas the Maxwell connection on P is associated with J, the structure of P itself is fixed 
by the number and distribution of magnetic (anti-)monopoles in the “holes” of M. In our case of 
a single monopole we have a bundle 

where P(S2,G,,) = P(S2,S1) is the only topological interesting part. For these sphere bundles the 
following classification theorem holds:‘” 

Theorem IV.1: If G is arcwise connected, then the set of equivalence classes of bundles over 
S” with group G is in 1 -I correspondence with T,,- ,(G) . 

So there is a countable number of different principal bundles P,( S2,S’) with m  E Z, showing 
the topological quantization of the magnetic charge mgD , and we can put 2egD= 1. 

While P0(S2,S1)=S2X§’ describes the trivial case without monopoles, P,(S2,S’)=S3 is the 
bundle for the single charged monopole. Here rr:S3-+S2 is the Hopf fibering: the Lie group 
S3=SU2 contains S’ as a closed subgroup, so the base S2=S3/S1 represents the quotient manifold 
of equivalence classes under S’ . For m> 1, P,(S2,S’) = S3/H,, where 
H,=CWm).2~),.z,,, =&, = ZlmZ are the only closed subgroups of St. Finally all bundles 
P-,(S2,S1) with m 2 1 are obtained out of their pendants P, by reflecting the base S2 at its 
equator. 

For all P,(S2,Si) local trivializations exist over the northern and the southern hemisphere 
U, , resp., U- . The transition function g - + = -g + _ is 

g-+ :U+nU---+S’:(&+)++m+, 
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andthusforallp,EP, withr(p,)EU+nU- andp,~(rr(p,),cp~,+))~(*(p,),cp~,-)) weob- 
tin p++‘+ m m m +( mod 2 m) . In accordance with (IO), equations (17) and (18) thus yield 

A(+)=&)+2mgD d4, F(+)=F(-). 

Next for the skyrmions: instead of considering functions U:M-+SU, we can equivalently 
think of the meson fields as sections in M X SU, . This allows for the description of the interaction 
with electromagnetic fields:3 meson fields are considered as global sections in an associated 
bundle B (M, SU, , G,,) . The left action of G,, on SU, is given by the inner automorphisms 

gQU=rU(g)=Lg(U)=e-iegeUe+iegQ, 

which do not affect the vacuum state being diagonal symmetry operations. Q is the hermitian 
n X n-matrix containing the quark charges in units of e (again n = NF= 2, resp., 3) 

Q=(a “,!, resp., Q=[i -1; PI), 

3 

From a physical point of view it is obvious that any coupling between baryons and electromag- 
netic fields has to involve these charges. From a mathematical point of view we observe that Q’s 
eigenvalues Xi E R obey the conditions Xi - Xi E Z and gcd{hi- Xi} = 1, which guarantee that the 
action is well defined and effective. The transition functions are 

~a(~) =,-@&)Q up(,) ,+ieg,&)Q, (26) 

resp., 

U(-)(X)=e-im4Q u(+)(~) e+im4Q (27) 

for the skyrmion bundle B,(M,SU, ,G,,) associated with Pm. So not only vacuum U=l is a 
global section but every U(x) = eixcx)Q with a differentiable map ,y:M+S’. 

Let us see how the local representations of forms transform under a change of bundle charts. 
From (26) we get 

dU”=g,84(dUp-ie dgaB [Q,@]), 

LQ=g,pa[LB-ie dg,p (Ut[Q,WPl, 

R”=g&[Rfi- ie dg,p (CQ,UIUt)% 

(Lk)a=g,pQ (Lk)P+ie dgap*,iI (-l)j(Lj-‘/\(Ut[Q,U])L”-j)fi 
I 

, 

(Rk)“=gaB4 (Rk)P+ie dg,-@,$, (- l)i(R~-‘A([Q,U]Ut)RR-j)~ , 

using dg,p A dg -0. One easily proves the following lemma: 
Lemma IV2: p, + X f and p f,-- X$ for 1 E N,, are global forms on B, we have: “K 
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(pf+@)“=(pf+Xf)tr-2ie dgap/\Tr[Q2(R2-L2)+Q dUtAQ dU]“‘e, 

I 

(Pii+, +@+,Y=(P~+I +A$+1)P-2ie dg&x Tr(QUL2i-‘QL2t-2i+1Ut)a’p 
j=l 

- ie dg,eA,zO Tr(QR2jQR21e2j- QL2jQL2t-2j)a’p, 

k 

~~A.. .//(#=,a//. . 
‘k ‘1 

.A,(+ C (- l)jljie dg,pAwciPA* * .Awc!‘, 
j=1 

A(p~-,-A&,)Aw$e,A.. .Aw$ 
I 

for any U,p= U,fI U,#@, iflj=2nj+ 1 oddfor j= l,..., k. aI/3 indicates that one may use both 
trivializations because of the factor dg+ . 

Now we are looking for the connection that I’ induces on B: Tu( SU,) = U.su,, 

and for the differential dTu:2gbIR + T,( SU,) we get d T&A) = - ieA [Q, U]. Evaluating (19) 
we thus have DE=d,+ieAE [Q,U”]EH~,J~) as a local base for HCx,c/aj [while 
VC+,~~~=Z’&SUn)], and for X=Xt‘La,+Ma, M” E T.&W,) we obtain from (20), resp., (21) 

hX=X@D;, uX=X-hX=Ma-ieXfiAE [Q,V]. 

For the differential forms on SU, , (22) yields 

(dU”)h=ie Au [Q,U”] 

and 

(dU”)u=dU”-ie A” [Q,u”]; (28) 

finally for the covariant derivative of sections, treating B(M,SU, ,G,,) as a subbundle of 
B(M,CRXn ,G,,), we get from (25) 

ViU” = J,U”-ieAf: [Q,U]. (29) 

Equations (17) and (28) yield (dU”)v=g,8Q(dUB)u, and so 02l+tu, p$u and Afu are global 
forms on B because of wa P 2,+ tu = w2,+ tu etc., cf. Theorem III.6. This proves the following lemma: 

Lemma IV3: w 21+ ,u, p$ and A@ for 1 E NO are global forms on B and we have: 

O;~+*U=O 2q+,--(2E+l)ie AaA(pft--A$t), 

(p$‘t)‘$=(p!$)“-ie Aa*,iI (- 1)’ Tr(QULj-‘QL2f-jUt)n, 

(A!$!Jau=(A$“-ie Aa/I,$, (-l)j Tr(QULj-‘QL*t-jut)“, 
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21+1 

(p~l+l)*u=(pf,+,)a-ie Aaf/,zl Tr(QRi-1QR2’+‘-j-QLj-1UtQUL2’+1-j)a, 

21+1 

(Af~+l)nu=(Afl+l)n-ie A*r’,zl Tr(QULj-1QL2’+1-jUt-QLj-1QL2’+1-j)a, 

1 

(Pi?+1 +@l+IYu=(Pg+l +A$+,)“--2ie AaAlzl Tr(QUL2j-1QL2[-2j+1Ut)a 

I 
- ie A”Ajzo Tr(QR2jQR21v2j- QL2jQL2f-2j)u. 

For calculations we need the action integral and the topological charge. Both consist of forms 
on B, whose pullbacks by the mesonic sections U:M+B are integrated over space-time, resp., 
the space manifold only. For the nonanomalous action our task is pretty simple now. Defining 
iz : = ( UtV,U)” by (29), we get for the lagrangian from (7) and (8) 

2 
SNA(A) = - f$Tr(iP i/*) + &Tr([i, ,i,][i”,i’]) 

1 -- 1 -_ 
+ 32f2”({L, ,L~{~p,~yl) + ~WV,L, VpLy), 

where we omitted the index LY because covariant derivation yields L?$,., = LZ$* E C”(B). A mass 
term may also be included ([M, ,Q]=O). Combined with rr*dVs &(B)h we get rNA( U,A) 

= I U*(S,,A(A) n*dV) = 
M I 

S,w(U,A) dV. 
M (30) 

Next, for the anomalous action and the topological charge, a difficulty arises because we have 
to integrate over differential forms on the fiber. Whereas every form on M (here dV) can be lifted 
onto B by use of the pullback rr*, 
w5 E &3( SU, ,C>. Only locally using rrr 

there is no such mean for the forms 03, resp., 
we can inject H*(SU, ,C) into H*(n-‘(U,),C) (cf. 

Lemma IV.2). Projection onto &B,C)u indeed produces globdl forms (Lemma IV.3), but in 
general they are not closed. Wittensq2 introduced generalized forms by “trial-and-error” and “little 
experimentation” and afterwards checked gauge invariance and closedness, but this has to be done 
for every form separately and says nothing about exactness nor uniqueness of these forms. Instead, 
we will examine the topology of the skyrmion bundle in general, mainly its homotopy and 
cohomology. For the latter we will use the results on spectral sequences from Bott and Tu. l8 Aside 
from the fact that the topology of the skyrmion bundle is interesting out of itself, the examination 
of the cohomology H*(B) also shows how the closed forms on the fiber transform into closed 
forms on the bundle. Specialization to o3 and w5 and adaptation to l? will then yield the desired 
results. 
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TABLE II. Homotopy groups of the skymion bundle QB,(M,SU, ,G,)). 

nk=O1234 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

2 0 0 2 z2 22 22 122 22 22 32 152 22 24 62+42 842+24 24 
3 0 0 Z Z2 2 Z+2 12+6 2 12+2 32 152+2 4+2 60+22 62+4 842 + 23 36+2’ 
4 0 0 z z2 2 z+2 12 2+2 24+2 6 15’+8+2 4+2 60+22 6+42 1680+84t23 72+23 
5 0 0 z z2 2 z+2 12 z+2 2 z+3 152+8 2 360+22 6-I-4’ 1680t84+22 3t23 
6 0 0 Z Z2 2 Z+2 12 z+2 2 z+3 15 2+2 720+2* 12+22 5040+84+23 3+23 

V. TOPOLOGY OF THE SKYRMION BUNDLE 

A. Homotopy groups 

Let us first concentrate on the homotopy groups of the skyrmion bundle. B( M,SU, ,G,,) is 
arcwise connected since M and SU, are arcwise connected. So T~(B( M,SU, ,G,,)) = 0. 

Every continuous map f: Ml --+ M2 induces group homomorphisms f * : T,,( M ,) + 9r,( M 2) for 
all n E N. For any bundle B(M,F) we have a “short exact sequence” 

t.r ?r 
O+F--+B+M-+O, 

where i *=(w ’ is a diffeomorphism for any x E M. This produces an infinite exact 
sequent: bf hog:,, groups 16 

. ..~~~(F)t.~,(B)II--:~,(M)-t 

4 =* 
~~TT,-I(F)~...--t~O(M)-‘O. (31) 

(If the manifolds fail to be groups, the last functions are just maps between sets.) Now if a global 
section CT exists then v* is surjective because rrj, 0 a*=(idnr)+=id. So exactness of (31) 
yields that the long sequence splits into short ones, which proves the following direct sum theo- 
rem: 

Theorem V.l: If a bundle B(M,F} admits a section, then we have the direct sum relation 

For direct products this implies rr,(M, XM2)s~JM1) @ rn(M2), n eNo [cf. (1) and (2), 
where ~,(S’)~Z,T,(S’)=O,~# 11. Now rl(SU,)=O, so rr,(B)s~~(M). Because M is simply 
connected-as long as the monopoles are isolated-Theorem V.l thus yields 
wl(B(M,SU, ,G,,)) =O, so B is simply connected, too. This implies that B is orientable because 
every simply connected manifold is orientable.18 We have proved: 

Theorem V.2: The homotopy groups of the skyrmion bundle B (M, SU, , G,,) are independent 
of the monopole charges. They are isomorphic to the homotopy groups of the direct product 
MXSU,: 

As far as the homotopy groups of M and SU, are known, this gives the homotopy groups of 
the skyrmion bundle. As an example we have listed the homotopy groups for B,(M,SU, ,G,,) in 
Table II for n=N,=2,3,...,6 using rk(M)=rk(S2) and rk(SUn) from Ref. 19. Here Z+2 labels 
Z 03 &, etc. 
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B. Cohomology and spectral sequences 

In contrast to the homotopy groups, the cohomology of a bundle is more difficult to deter- 
mine. Even for a direct product the cohomology groups Hk(M t X M,) are not just direct sums of 
Hk(M1) and Hk(Mz) but are built up from these components according to the Kiinneth formula, 
which is slightly more complicated, especially in the case of the integer-valued cohomology 
H*(M,Z): 

Theorem V.3 (Kiinneth formula): Zf MI and M2 are manifolds and if H*(M, ,Z) or 
H * (M2 ,Z) is finitely generated then 

HP(M,XM2,Z)= @3 [H9(M1,Z)@H’(M2,Z)] 
q+r=p 

@ fI3 Tor[HS(MI ,Z),H’(M2,Z)]. 
s+r=p+1 

(32) 

Let (q,r) = gcd{q,r} denote the greatest common divisor of q and I”, then we may evaluate 
(32) using 

Zq@Zz,=Z(q,,) 9 zcQz=z, z@zp’zpc3z’zp, 

H*(M,Z) is the most general cohomology: one has2’ 
Theorem V.4 (Universal Coefficient Theorem): Let M be a manifold and A be an abelian 

group. If A or H*(M,Z) is finitely generated, then 

HJ’(M,A)=HP(M,Z)@A @ TorCHP+‘(M,Z),A]. 

If A is torsion free (e.g. A=Q,R,C), this yields HP(M, A)=HP(M,Z)@ A, which deletes all 
finite subgroups of HP(M,Z) and replaces the ones isomorphic to Z” by A”. Thus for the real- or 
complex-valued de-Rham cohomology we have 

Corollary V5: Let Ml and M2 be manifolds and A=R,C. rfH*(M1,A) or H*(M,,A) is 
$nitely generated then 

HP(M,XM2,A)= @ [H9(M1,A)@H’(M2,A)]. 
q+r=p 

So H*(MIXM2,A)sH*(MI,A)@H*(M2,A), cf. Theorem II.3 and (6). We further state 
Lemma V6 (Poincari Lemma, cohomology of Y): For all n 2 0 the cohomology of R” is given 

by 

H’(R”,Z)=:Z; HP(W,Z)=O, forall p>O. 

For all n>O the cohomology of the n-spheres is given by 

H”(S”,Z)=Z; H”(S”,Z)=Z; HP( Sn,Z) = 0, for all p # 0,n. 

Theorem V.7 (Poincari duality): If M is a compact and orientable manifold of dimension n 
(without boundary), then 
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FIG. 1. A good cover on S’. 

In our special case of an isolated monopole, where B,(M,SU,,G,,)~B,(S2,SU,,G,,) 
x R(t) x R(T) 9 we have H*(B,(M))~H*(B,(S*)) since for any space X and any contractible 
space C, the spaces X and XX C are homotopy equivalent and therefore have the same cohomol- 
ogy. (Note that the result for B, also follows from Theorem V.3 and the Poincare lemma.) Now 
B,(S*,SU, ,G,,) is compact because S* and SU, are, which yields Poincare duality for the 
de-Rham cohomology. 

In order to construct $*(/3(M,F,G)) out of H*(M) and H*(F) one uses the spectral se- 
quence {E,},.N~ of the Cech-de-Rham complex C***(T-‘U,J@, where U={Un}aEA is a 
countable good cover of M. I8 For a good cover of an n-dimensional manifold all finite open 
intersections Uao., .np: = Uaon. f . tl lJg, p E No are diffeomorphic to II”. Every paracompact 
manifold has a good cover U, and if M is compact, U may be chosen to be finite. For our special 
case, Figure 1 shows a good cover of S* consisting of four open sets, where U. covers the northern 
hemisphere and U t U lJ2 U U3 covers the southern hemisphere: 

For any countable ordered cover U of a manifold M the Cech-de-Rham complex is defined 
to be the double complex 

c*~*(u,Jq: = 63 CP(u&y, 
PvqENO 

where 

w&6J: = .,<rI . ..<a/) J47t~ao...ap). 

In every double complex K*%*: = Cl9 p q E N,KP*9 we have two commuting differential OperatOrS: , 
horizontal and vertical homomorphisms S: KP*q--+ KP+ I.9, resp., d: Kp’9-+ Kpr9+ t with Sd= d S 
and S* = d* = 0. For the Cech-de-Rham complex, d is the exterior differentiation of forms and 
8 is the difference operator defined by (“*” denotes omission) 

P+l 

m4ao...ap+,. *=,zo (- l)jW,o...^nl...ap+,ILlou...“p+,~ 

for all 

0= rI Wao...op~ a()<...<a rI -4U,o...a,). 
P 

q)<...<crp 
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FIG. 2. D-closed and D-exact elements in a double complex. 

Given any double complex K***, one can form a single (graded) complex K = 
CB n E No K” by summing along the antidiagonal lines, i.e. K”: = 63 P+q=n KP.4, and introducing 
the differential operator D : K”+ K”+l by: 

D:=D’-l-D”, D’:=S, D”:=(-l)Pd on KpT9. 

The alternation of the sign guarantees D* = S2 + Sd - d 6+ d2 = 0. D serves for the D-cohomology 
Hjfj( K): Figure 2 shows a D-closed element @ = q5t + c$~+ c#+ E K and a D-exact element 
‘P=I~,+#~++~=D~ E K, where %=51+52+&3+& E K: 

DQ=O u d&=0, Sq++d+,=O, 

S42-d+3=0, Sqb,=O, 

W=D8 @ d&=0, &&+d&=G,, 

&f-d&=&v &5+&4=$~r &?4=0. 

Theorem V.8 (Mayer-Vietoris Principle): Let U be an open cover of a manifold M, then the 
restriction map r : A( M) + II ,A( U,) C C( &A) induces an isomorphism: 

r*:H*(M)-+HE(C(U,A)), H”(M)-+H~(C(&A)). 
The inverse map that collates together the components of an element in the eech-de-F&am 

complex into a global form on M is less intuitive. For any partition of unity {pa}creA subordinate 
to U define K:CP(LC~A9)~CP-1(4~q):~~K~ by 

(KW),,,...ap-,:=a~A Per %mo~~~ap-,~ (33) 

where we allow indices in any order, even with repetitions, subject to the convention that the 
forms are totally antisymmetric under permutation of the indices. We have KS+ 6K= id and the 
following theorem holds:18 
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the Collating formula. 

Theorem V.9 (Collating Formula): In the eech-de-Rham complex, let 
a=Zy&YiE C(u.J)” with (Yi E Ci(U,Jf3,-i) and DcU=p=~~=‘dpi with pi 
E C’(U,A’,,+ 1 -i), and define K by (33). Then 

E C o(LI,~/An) is a global form on M (resp., the restriction of such a form to the sets U, in the 
cover U) . The finction f: C( &.A) -+A( M) is lefr inverse to I; so f 0 r= id,dcM) while 

rof:C(U,.R)-fC(U,.R), C(~,+5)“--+C0(U,~J 

associates with every D-closed element in C( U,.,+?)” an element in the same cohomology class of 
H;j( C(U.,&)). Thus the induced maps f * and r* on the cohomology level are inverse isomor- 
phisms. 

Figure 3 illustrates how the components a3 and p4 of (Y and /3 are mapped onto elements in 
C”(U,&). For a global form on M, all components Lyi &d pi must be mapped like this. 

A filtered complex K is a sequence K = K. > K, 2 . . . , where the Ki are subcomplexes of K 
with DKiC Ki . For every filtered complex K, we have an associated graded complex GK: 
= ~;=OKplKp+,. For a double complex the sequence K, : = @ f=, 6B ix0 K’*q, p E No is a 
filtration by the columns of K with associated graded complex 

GK= : KPIKP+, = ii u[( ii KpVq)+KP+,]. (34) 
p=o p=o q=o 

Obviously the induced differential operator on GK is just (- l)Pd. 
By a spectral sequence we mean a sequence of complexes {E,}, E N, with differential operators 

D,, where every E, is the cohomology of its predecessor: E,, 1 = HzI(E,.). If E, becomes sta- 
tionary, i.e. E,= E,+, for all r>R, we denote ER by E, and say that the spectral sequence 
converges to some filtered complex H if Em= GH. We get the spectral sequence of a double 
complex by setting E0 = G K from (34) and defining D, to be the differential operator induced by 
D on E,, so E,+, = Hz(E,). We say that an element /? E K*‘* lives to E,, r>O if it represents 
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FIG. 4. Illustration of the differential operator D, : D,[&],= [ S& ,lr= [xl,. 

a cohomology class [/I], E E, , resp. equivalently, if p is D-closed in Eo,E1,...,Er-1: 
Di[p]i=O, i=O,..., r - 1. Then /? is d-closed and we have a “zigzag” E = lo + 5’ + . . . + t,- ’ of 
elements 5i E K*,* with e. : = p and (cf. Figure 4) 

Dr5i=Sh=-D”~i+Ir i=O ,..., r-2. (35) 

Now D,[Plr=[SS,-ll,=[xl,, so D, is given by S at the end of the zig-zag. 
Thus like K*** every E, is a double complex, too: E,= @ p,qp~EF’q and D, shifts the 

bidegrees by (r,-r+ 1): Dr:EfPq+Ef+‘Vq-‘+l. Obviously 

EI=Hd(K) and Ez=Hs(Hd(K)). (36) 

One can prove’* that this spectral sequence converges to the D-cohomology of K: 

GH:(K)= CI3 Eeq(K), 
p+q=n 

(37) 

and thus for the tech-de-Rham complex the Mayer-Vietoris principle proves convergence to the 
de-Rham cohomology of M. 

For a bundle B(M, F), if U is a good cover of M, rr- ‘U is a cover of B and for all 
lJao...np we have n--‘(U,O...,p)~RnXF, so Hq(rr by Lemma V.6. 
Corresponding to (36) and (37) we have:‘8*20 

-l(~,o,..a,),Z)zHq(F,Z) 

Theorem V.10 (Leray’s Theorem): If B(M,F) is a fiber bundle and U= { Ua}asA is a good 
cover of M then there is a spectral sequence converging to H”(B,Z) with El term 

ET+?= II Q<...<CY 
P 

Hqt~-lt~,O...a,).Z)-~o<~<~ HqtFJ). 
P 
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If H*( F,Z) is finitely generated and in addition M simply connected or B GM X F, then 
E;‘q=HP(M,Hq(F,Z)) 

=HP(M,Z)@He(F,Z)@Tor[HP+‘(M,Z),Hq(F,Z)]. 

Leray’s theorem gives a proof for the Kiinneth formula, because all forms in E2 are closed 
global forms on MX F for which d = S= 0 and thus D2= 0. So E, becomes stationary, which 
proves Theorem V.3. (Tor[H”(M,Z),Hq(F,Z)]=O, since H’(M,Z) is free.) 

Finally we give the notion of transgressive elements: for a connected fiber F an element 
WEH~(F)E~ is called transgressive iff it lives to Eq+ 1. 
because of the following theorem:t8 

These represent forms on the bundle 

Theorem V. 11: Let B(M,F) be a bundle with connected fiber E Then o E Hq( F) is trans- 
gressive 12 it is the restriction of a t,b E A,(B) with d #= r* r for some r E .Aq+ , (M) . 

We find (I, and r using the Collating formula: first we take a zigzag z = to + . . . + 5, according 
to (35) and Figure 4 (where q = r - 1). Now dx = d St4 = Sdt, = + SSg,- 1 = 0, thus the compo- 
nents of x are locally constant on rr- ’ ( UaO.. crp) = UaO,, a X F, and because F is connected we 
have x = rr*/3 with p E Cq+ t (&A,). Now Theorem V.9 Gields 

$:=f(&o (-D”K)‘&-K(-D”K)q~*B~JBq(B) 

and 

Now closed forms on F transform into closed forms on B as follows: 
i-xl,+ 1 =()@=Ja’= &+~~+...+~~:8<=0*3$=f(8’):d+O. Thus we get 

Corollary V12: For any w E Hq( F), there exists $E He(B) such that w is the restriction of 
q tff w not only is transgressive but even lives to Eq+2. 

C. Spectral sequences of the skyrmion bundle 

Before applying these results to the skyrmion bundle in generality let us first look on our 
special case where H*(B,(M,SU, ,G,,))=H*(B,(S2,SU, ,G,,)). Since H*(S2) is torsion free, 
Leray’s theorem yields: 

EI;*q=HJ’(S2 Z)@Hq(SU Z)= 
HqtW, 23, for p=O,2, 

, PI, 0, otherwise. 

Figure 5 shows E, for n = 2,3,4. For n = 2,3 obviously DE’” :Eg’q-+E$f2Yq-1 is the zero map, 
and so is Di for all i 2 2. Thus E, becomes stationary and we have 

Hk(B,(M,SU,,G,,),Z)~Hk(MXSU,,Z)= @I HP(S2,Z)@He(SU,,Z), n=2,3. 
pfq=k 

In the diagram for n = 4 the morphism D28. .Z+Z is given by D!$8(m) = kern for an integer 
k E Z. In particular, it is either 0 or injective. If k# 0, then ET8={0} = Ez8, while 
E$7~Z,k,zE;7. .So for our deciding whether D2= 0, we must inspect the induced differential 
operators more closely, and we will do this in the general case. 
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FIG. 5. E, term of the spectral sequence for the skyrmion bundle. 

Let us compute the zigzag for W21+l in a skyrmion bundle, where the bundle atlas is given 
over a good cover U. Using the local trivializations we inject 021+ 1 into C”( 7r- ‘U,J921+ I>, so 
to in Figure 4 is given by (tO)a= o$+~. For U,,#@ by Lemma IV.2 and (3), 

where 

(51hq9 : = ie dgpaA(xil- l)“‘p 

:=(2Z+l)ie dga,A(p~~-,+X,q-,)a’B. 

Using Lemma IV.2 again and dg,, =dgya+dgpa on UapyfO we have 

w&3, =[(:51)P7-(~*)ny+(~l)rrpllU,gy =ie dg,pA[(x~l-l)P-(x:~-l)Pl 
=(21+ l)(ie)2 dg,gAdg,p 

,, Jzo Tr(QR2iQR2’-2i-2-QL2jQL21-2j-2) 

l-1 1 nli-3l-r 
+2x Tr(QUL 2j-lQL2l-2j-IUt) 

j=l 

=C-&Lpy 
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FIG. 6. A good cover for a chain of monopoles. 

with 

(52Lp7= (ie)2 dg,gAdga,A(x:1-3)a’By. 

For x&-s EJ&~[-~(SU~) we may take using (3) and (4) 

[ 

1-2 
~&-~=(21+ 1) 2(&~a+k$$-,)+,~r Tr(QR2j-‘QR2’-2j-2+QL2j-‘QL2’-2i-2) 

l-1 
+ 2 Tr(QUL2j-’ 

j=l 
QL21-2jm2Ut + Q uL2j-2QL2’-2jF 1 ut)] . 

If we define Y~~-~E&~~-~(SIJJ by (,&-3)a=(x&-3)P+ie dgcrpAv$f4 we get 

(652),8rs=[(~2)brs-(52)~ys+(52)aas-(52)aarlluoay, 

=(2f+ l)(ie)3 dgB~dgraAdgp,Avza:~/4r/’ 

in the next step. Let us terminate at this point. D2[o 
co2n- 1 lives to E, . 

21+ t12 = [ &512, so whenever S&t = 0, 
In any event this is the case if for our cover dg ySAdgp,= 0 for all combi- 

nations of (Y, j3 and y. For example, the cover in Figure 1 obeys this condition, but also the cover 
in Figure 6, if we examine a whole chain of monopole locations. At any time any distribution of 
countable magnetic monopoles at isolated locations can be continuously deformed into such a 
chain. 

Moreover, if all dgygAdgp,=O then D,=O 
($o),=o~/\+~ ./\wt with lj> 1 odd, we get by Lemma IV.2 

everywhere, because for 

(jl),,=,i, ljie dg&ti~“A* * .Ao~‘~/\(~P-~+A~-~)~‘~~~~~~. . ./\~f” 
J-1 J J k ’ 

and thus al51 =O. We have found: 
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Theorem V.13: The cohomology of the skyrmion bundle B,(M,SU, ,G,,) is independent of 
the monopole charge mgD . It is isomorphic to the cohomology of M X SU, : for all k E No, 

I@(B,(M,SU, ,G,),Z)= CD Hp(M,Z)@Hq(SU, ,Z). 
p+q=k 

The same hoZds for all skyrmion bundles of manifolds, where a good cover U={Un}as~ of M 
exists such that dg,@dgpa=O for all CY,~, YEA. 

Table III lists HP(B,(M,SU,,G,,),Z) for n=NF=2,...,6 and pa38 using (6), Lemma V.6 
and the Kiinneth formula. Finally, since xi = pf + hf and XT = lO( p$” + A?‘) 
+5Tr(Q dU QUt-QUQ dUt) are global forms, we have proved that D2(03)=D3(05)=0 for 
every skyrmion bundle, so o3 and o5 live to E, and we have 

H3(B(M,SU, .G,,),Z)sZ and H’(B(M,SU, ,G,,),Z)=Z. 

Theorem V.9 exhibits representatives for the cohomology groups. For the single monopole, 
Using the trivializations @‘) over Uo, resp., @-) over U, ,a= 1,2,3 and p+ : =po, resp., 
p... :=Xi=,p, as a partition of unity, we get for q=Z,+...+lk 

(Om)(+),o~;)A.. .Awj+) 
4 k 

+d 
I [ 

k 

p- C ljie dg-+Aw{r)A. * *A(p!-2+Xe-,)(+)A* * *A@{:’ 9 
j=l (oy’=op/y. .r\q 1 

i [ k 

-d p+ Jzl ljie dg-+Awj;‘A.. .A(pe-,+h$-,)(-)A.. .Aw{;’ II 
as global q-forms generating Hq(B,(M,SU, ,G,,)). We can even t&+-d. (lo)- 

P+ &- +:= ;(l+cos@ dg-+=-AL', p- dg-+:= $(l-co&) dg-+=+Ac); 

so all 

k 
(o;)(+Loy)/\. . . Ao{f)+d II 

are global forms, which are gauge invariant: Lt( 0:) = WY for all g E G,, [cf. (ll)] and- 
together with rr*02(S2)AoT [where 02( S2) is the volume form on S2]-generate the cohomol- 
ogy of B,,W,SU, ,G,,). 

D. Cohomology and connection on B( M,SU, , G .,) 

Because the connection l? on B defines an additional structure, we could not expect to get 
forms that are adapted to r . The form (WY)(‘) only contains the gauge potential of the monopole 
which is closely related to the structure of P. In general we cannot substitute Ag) by A(‘) 
because (Ati)-A(‘)) A [Zi=,Zjwi’) A.. . A(p&,+hc_,)(‘) A.. . r\wif’] is not 
global; it is global only for 03. Nevertheless we have the following lemma: 

Lemma Kl4: Let U={Ua}aeA be a cover of M, {A”E&( Ua,&}crp~ a family such that 
(17) holds and 1~~1~~~ a partition of unity subordinate to U, then {Au-CyaApy dgylx}creA 
defines a global g-valued l-form on M. 
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TABLE III. Cohomology of the skyrmion bundle P(B,(M,SU,, ,G,,),Z). 

n p=o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

2 Z 0 z z 0 .s 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 Z 0 z z 0 0 z 0 z 0 
4 Z 0 z z 0 z* 0 2”2 z 

2”2 
s 0 .s 

0 
0 

5 Z 0 z z 0 zz 0 z2 z z 23 0 
6 Z 0 z z 0 z2 0 zz z z* 22 z* z3 z 

n p=14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

2 0 
3 0 

4 5 s 
6 24 

n p=28 

2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 
6 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
z 0 0 0 0 

29 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Z Z2 0 z z 
Z Z4 Z2 if* 24 z z4 z 

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 

24 
0 

is 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Z 0 0 z z 0 z 0 

Proof A”-- C,p, dg,,=AP-- 2 
Suppose Z”= G+. . . 

rPy(dg,p+dg,,)=AB-C,p, dgyp Qx E ucxp f 0. q 
+ e is a zigzag for wq E Hq( SU,), where every $’ is of the type 

(@ao...aj=(ie)i dgajaj-,A*. .~dgn,no~\(~~-~j)nO”“‘~j 

with ?‘,-2jEcAq-2j(SUn) and (~~-2j)“=(~~-2j)‘-ie dg,pA(dXi4+_.:(j+I))a’B; let xL-ar be 
global such that S&,=0, Dr+l[~q],.+i=O and DZ’O= 
L:oq= wq for all g E G,,, 

0; we put xq-2j=0 for j>r. Since 
we can choose all di-zj,gauge invariant, otherwise use the Haar 

measure JG,,L~&~~ dg to achieve this. Now EJ= PO+ . . . + Pi-j with (pi),.. I aJ+k 

=(ie)kdgaj+kaj+k-,A* * .Adg~j+,~j~(Xi4+ly+r-))a’/““ffj+k 

is a zigzag for ,yPZj, as induction on k shows. Define inductively 

AT-2 r:=X;-2r, 2iq-2j :=(Xj4-,j)a’+ie d YzEA Pai+, dgaj+,ajAi$+&j+l) 7 1 
so 

Xd c 
aj+l”A 

pa,+,&aj+,aj~--Ad c Pukdg,k,k_,A(Xk,-2k)*j .** . 
LXkEA I 1 

By the Collating formula all 2iiq-2j are global form (restricted to Uaj). Finally VU, E U let 
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(w~)“:=(x~)~+,~~ d[ie A”Ad[ie A”//. . .Ad[ie A”A (x’,-~~)~. .. 

=(,yi)“+,Fl (ie F”)j-‘Ad[ie AaA($-2j)a] 

=‘io ( ie FU)jA[($i-2j)o-ie A”Ad(X’,‘-$j+l)>“I* 

Proposition VZ5: {(o:)~},,~ defines a gauge invariant global 0:: E Hq(B(M,SU, ,G,,)) 
whose restriction to the fiber is oq= $0:: for all x EM. 

Proof: We show that 0:: is global within the cohomology class_ of Xi = f ( E”) from Corollary 
V.12. By Lemma V.14 all pj: =(AS-1-C,jpaidgqai_l)AX14-2i are global. Thus all 
&j:=$2j+d@+1 

(38) 

are global and differ from 2ii4-2j only by exact forms, so d$2j= d,ijimzj. Finally the second 
term on the right-hand-side of (38) is global by (18) and thus the first term is global, too. Any 
change of ,$\(j+iJ by an exact form d/?,/? E J&B) does not change this first term at all and 
changes the second only by d(dAaiAj3), so again &zj is changed only by an exact form. 
Induction yields the desired result. q 

Suppose, d($:\Ci+l$ = v-iMZj from Theorem 111.6, such that the zigzag exists independently 
of the g,@. Then [(X’,-2j)a-ie A” A d(x~-‘-:(j+l,)“]=(x’,zi)“u and 

(wt)a=Jzo (ie Fa)i/\(~&2j)%. (39) 

Adaptation to r cannot mean that we look for a vertical form within the cohomology class 
[f(E’)], because such a form will not exist in general. Yet we have shown that-whenever the 
zigzag E” is of the given type-we find a representation w$ of [f( 8’)], whose horizontal parts 
are mere products of the Faraday 2-form and 6~:: E Hq(B(M,SU, ,G,,)) independently of M and 
the gap. 

Note that in our proof we did not use any special properties of SU, . Indeed, the result holds 
for any bundle B(M,F,G,,). Observe in addition that for the generated cohomology groups 
(0,) <(wG) holds, i.e. HQ(F,Z)2(oq)=Z yields Hq(B,Z)>(o$)=Z because 
i,*:H*(B,Z)-+H*(F,Z) is a homomorphism. [If zot=da with (YE&~-~(B), then 
zo,=i,*(zart)=i,*da=d(i,*a).] 

Our explicit zigzags for ozl+ i yield the following corollary to Proposition V.15: 
Theorem V.16: Gauge invariant generalizations of o3 and o5 adapted to r and generating 

cohomology groups isomorphic to Z, are 

( o:)~= 05u + ie F//,&I + (ie)‘FAFA& 

=[ot-5ie AaA(p$-kf)]+5ie FA{(~f+hf)~ 
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-2ie A”AT$Q2(R2-L2)+Q dU+AQ dU]“} 

-l-5(ie)2 F~F~[2(p~‘+X~‘)“+Tr(Q dU QUt-QUQ dUt)a]. 

These forms coincide with the ones found by Witten and Kaymakcalan, Rayeev and 
Schechtet7 of: serves for the locally conserved baryonic current 

B*(u)=*(; u*o:) E.,&(M) with f3kA(U>=0, 

whereas the integral over tit is the Wess-Zumino term for the skyrmion bundle 

completing r( U,A) = r,vA( U,A) + r,( (/,A) with r,( U,A) from (30). Nevertheless these 
forms are not unique in the sense that they are the only possible generalizations of type (39). As 
already pointed out in Ref. 7, an additional term 

r (ie)‘F’AdTr(QU+QU), r&, 

may be added to o$+ t , and this is still of the given type, because dTr( Q Ut Q U) is global, gauge 
invariant and vertical. From the mathematical point of view, one could even add any F’ A da 
with (Y = L: a E .&( SU,). In order to exclude these, one needs further physical requirements like 
parity invariance,7 equality of the numbers of F’s and Q’s, etc. 

VI. SUMMARY AND FURTHER COMMENTS 

We have proven that all homotopy groups of skyrmion bundles B are independent of the 
magnetic charges of the monopoles and their locations. The same holds for the physically relevant 
cohomology groups H3(B,Z)=Z and H’(B,Z) = Z. We have further shown that the generaliza- 
tions of ws and ws in Refs. 6 and 7 are generators for these groups and thus are not only closed 
but also non-exact. Equation (39) gives a very compact notation of these forms and a mathemati- 
cally rigorous description of this f‘trial-and-error adaptation to the Maxwell connection.” 

These forms now allow for the treatment of the monopole-induced proton decay within the 
skyrmion bundle. In fact, although we have proven that w: is a correct closed differential form for 
the locally conserved baryonic current, and although H3(B,Z)=Z, the number of baryons 
BA( U) is not topologically conserved any more, whenever magnetic monopoles are present. This 
is due to the fact, that in contrast to the ungauged Skyrme model, the Index theorem II.4 does not 
apply any more. There is no possibility to compactify space to an §3, so the topological charge can 
vanish through the monopole singularities, as described in those scenarios of Callan and Witten 
resp., Chemtob.3 [For the latter, his result that the proton decays independently from the initial 
impact parameter such that no finite reaction cross section exists, is somewhat unsatisfactory from 
the physicists viewpoint. We cannot decide whether his result is connected with his additional term 
in the baryonic current-the last one in his equation (7). The origin of this term remains unclear, 
in particular since it is zero anyhow.] 

Generalizations of (39) to non-abelian Yang-Mills theories are possible. For example, take 
G=U,LXU;, F=U, w~thL(~~,~~) ( U) = gL. Ug, t and for M 4-dimensional space-time (eventually 
with points excluded). Let Aa= (AT ,A:) and Fa= (Fz ,F$ E A( U, ,uf; @ ui) define the con- 
nection r on P(M,G). Then dUv=dU+A,U- UAR, so 

Lv=L-W+A,U-A,, Rv=R+AL-UA,U+ 
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and a painstaking calculation shows that the voluminous expressions for I?& U,AL ,AR) in equa- 
tion (4.18) in Ref. 7, resp., equation (24) in Ref. 6 are equal to the integral over 

~~v+x;v(F)+x&(F,F), (40) 

where, with the projections rLIR:g=uf; CB ~i+uf;‘~, x&~[E.,&-~#J,, ,Hom(@‘g,C)): 

,Y:= -5 Tr(R3&+L3G), (41) 

i.e. 

x:(F)=-5 Tr(R3FL+L3FR) (42) 

and 

x:= 10 Tr(R&‘&+LdmR)+5 Tr(dU@Ut?4-d(Ut)&Uti). 

Analogously to the skyrmion case, one may add a term 

r[dTr(&U@Ut)v](F,F)=r dTr(F,UF,U+), ~EC, 

or exclude it by parity invariance. 

(43) 
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